
The Music Cellar

12 Fox Street
Preston, Lancashire PR1 2AB
England

Phone: 01772 251407

The Music Cellar is a well-established company, having been founded in 1975. Over

the years we feel we have put the needs of our customers first and developed the

business accordingly.

The partners are all involved in the day - to - day running of the business. We are

therefore able to offer friendly, fair, personal service. We are able to make

important decisions immediately to ensure you get from us what you want, when

you want it.We hold all Main Agencies with all the Main Suppliers. As keen musicians

ourselves, we carefully select all stock and are confident with all the products and

services we provide. We are constantly researching the market, travelling all over

the world, to check new designs and ideas.
From our wealth of experience and knowledge in many differing fields of music, we

are always available to help our customers with whatever they may require.

As a well established and important part of the British Music Industry, we not only

offer excellent personal advice and service, but have the buying power to ensure

that our prices are extremely competitive. Remember though, you could spend less

money elsewhere, but still pay a higher price.

We have developed a strong link with education authorities, schools and music

teachers. We pride ourselves in being aware of the many complicated issues and

opinions that dominate musical education in Britain today.

We would like you to feel comfortable using  www.TheMusicCellar.co.uk and

encourage you to contact us with any ideas, observations and suggestions that you
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may have.
We hope you enjoy our site and stay with us as we develop it as an exciting,

informative, helpful and friendly website.

Visit Website
Send Message
Email Friend
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